GJSCI initiated Design Revive Contest; brings young talent to the artisans of Hupari

3rd February 2017, Kolhapur: With an aim to uplift the artisans of age-old jewellery technique, the Gem & Jewellery Skill Council of India brings students of preliminary round of Revive Design contest to the silver town – Hupari. This initiative has been taken as a step to enable the young talent to blend with the custodians of 200 year old technique of silver jewellery making.

One of the most preserved traditions of silver jewellery making can be traced to the town of Hupari, near Kolhapur. The entire village is into this business since last 200 years. Hupari artisans are the sole supplier of seamless silverballs, known as Gujrav/Ghungaroos to the entire country.

However, the ages old tradition has been struggling to keep pace with evolving market scenario due to lack of exposure and training. To bridge this gap, GJSCI conducted Design Revive Contest which will bring aspiring designers to showcase their designs to the artisans of Hupari. This will benefit the students too as they will be exposed to the roots of silver jewellery making in India. Design Revive Contest is an inter institute level national contest where talents from across the country have participated and the handpicked 12 who made it to the preliminary round, visited Hupari further for the final round they submitted their collection of 25 designs out of which top 3 collections were awarded with cash prize.

Later their designs will be published in a booklet that will be disseminated amongst the artisans. The final round of Design Revive contest was held in Mumbai. Further, the winning designs will be marketed by the UN.
18th Feb 2017, Mumbai: Judging of Final Round of Revive Design Contest was organized where the judging was done by 10 most eminent personalities of Gems & Jewellery Industry namely Ms. Sucheta Kashikar, Ms. Aditi Motla, Ms. Deeta Thakural, Ms. Shefali Patel, Ms. Shanoo Bijlani, Mr. Laksh Pahuja, Ms. Hetal Vakil, Ms. Rupali Gupta, Mr. Gautam Banerjee & Mr. Samit Bhatta. The event was graced by Ms. Nirupa Bhatt - Managing Director India & Middle East, GIA.

The winners were announced on 23rd Feb 2017 at the 3rd Edition of Jewel Talks.

February 23rd, Mumbai: Gem & Jewellery Skill Council of India (GJSCI) announced winners of Revive-e Design Contest 2017 during the 3rd edition of Jewel Talks, an interactive knowledge forum, in Mumbai on 23rd February 2017. Ms. Mahima from Institute NIFT, Mumbai won the first prize, Ms. Vipula Ayare from Institute SNDT College, Mumbai won the second prize and Mr. Sankesh Surana from institute GIA, Mumbai won the third prize. The winners were felicitated by GJSCI with a cash prize of 20,000, 15,000 and 10,000.

The prizes were handed over by Ms. Shefali Patel. Certificate of participation to the candidates of Revive Design contest were awarded by Mr. Laksh Pahuja who was speaker at Jewel Talks-3rd Edition & certificate of appreciation to the participating colleges were awarded by Ms. Deeta Thakural who was also a speaker at Jewel Talks- 3rd edition.
Muthoot Exim launches India’s first ever range of non jewellery platinum products

Muthoot Exim, the precious metals division of the 130-year old Muthoot Pappachan Group, has launched India’s first ever range of non jewellery platinum products in partnership with the World Platinum Investment Council. The endeavour is intended to further stimulate and service the growing demand for physical platinum in India. Named ‘Anantavarsham Platinum Series’, the new range of non jewellery products will provide Indian customers access to affordable platinum products. Initially, Muthoot Exim will sell a range of precious metal statuettes of Lord Ganesh in 95 percent pure platinum metal. The statuettes can be purchased through Equal Monthly Instalments as well as one month schemes. The program also includes a spot buy-back option with assay, which will be available throughout Muthoot Pappachan Group’s countrywide network of Gold Point centers.

The Ganesh deity statuettes are fabricated by Emerald Jewel Industry India Ltd., Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. In the initial stages, the new platinum scheme will be available in 624 branches of Muthoot Fincorp Ltd, the flagship company of Muthoot Pappachan Group and one of the largest Non-Banking Finance Companies (NBFC) in India. The product will be available at Muthoot Fincorp branches in Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi, Ahmedabad, Chennai, Coimbatore, Madurai, Vijayawada, Kolkata and Ludhiana.

Dil ki Baat

“Revive was an amazing platform for me to showcase my skills, plus the idea of us helping the Silver Town with preserving their age old technique of jewellery making motivated us.” – Shubham Barali, Participant of Revive Design contest
Under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna, GJSCI initiates implementation of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Program in SEEPZ

February 7, Mumbai: Under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna (PMKVY-2), GJSCI commenced another ambitious project called Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Program in Seepz. The aim behind this initiative is to uplift the karigars of gems & jewellery industry in India. The event was inaugurated by Shri N.P.S. Monga I.T.S Development Commissioner, SEEPZ-SEZ (Maharashtra, Goa, Daman & Diu), in the presence of Mr. Gaurav Kapoor- Head Industry Partnerships & CSR-NSDC, Mr. Rajeev Pandya- President SGJMA, Mr. Vinod Khewalkar- Apprenticeship Advisor, Mr. Prem Kumar Kothari- Chairman GJSCI & Mr. Binit Bhatt- CEO GJSCI. The event was attended by the top management of various companies nestled in the SEEPZ premise.

GJSCI has been relentlessly contributing towards Hon. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Skill India program and has been taking several measures and steps to nurture the 3.5 million skilled yet uncertified labour-force of the gems and jewellery industry. Identified as one of the priority sectors by the Government, this industry contributes 6% to 7% of the nation's GDP, in terms of manpower requirement and will have job openings for another 3.5 million candidates by 2022. On the other hand, the unstructured nature of the industry where artisans who contribute majorly to the jewellery creation process have inherited skills but no certifications and ironically live quite a lacklustre life. RPL program will help candidates to identify their inherited skills and get certified for the same which will equip them to get better and more stable jobs and avail of entrepreneurship opportunities.
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February Birthstone

- Amethyst -

It has long been said that the Amethyst can guard against drunkenness and has a sobering effect for those excited by passion and love. It symbolizes peace, protection, tranquility, and sincerity.